
The Ultra Army's Encounter with the Taberes

Part I: The First Clash

Chapter I--"The Secret Base"

Gen. Mitka Wazhir wondered near a base, hid in the bushes, and saw Niradreadd 

working on something.  He then saw soldiers that he had never seen before.  They are white 

with red splotches all over.  He heard them call themselves Tabere.  He saw a technomare 

device being loaded onto a ship.  He sees that the Taberan general is headed in his direction. 

He found out that the general's name is Zorton.  The enemy had armed their guns in his 

direction.  Wazhir found out that they spotted him.  He then signaled his troops to attack.  The 

guns were blazing and Staracer clobbered two X3s and Ace Mayhem with his wand.  The 

Taberes are now attacking back.  Maquis Traveller attacks Raco and fails.  "Surrender now or 

die!” said Black Sphinx.

Megaraco said "Arshirmita, I neta mozanozi."1

"Fight you moron!"

"Tin bota éstupir."2

"I will finish you!"

"Arshirmita!"3

Megaraco has finished off the Black Sphinx.  Some of the shots have hit the base and 

destroyed some of the buildings.  The Ultra Army had advanced onto the base and saw the 

secret weapon.  The enemies tried to stop the Ultra Army, but they failed.  They discovered the 

Tripod Super Destroyer next to their ship.  As soon as the enemy launched it, they boarded it 

and took off.  They followed it with their ships.  They saw it heading for Zoron VII to do some 

rampaging there.  The Niradreadds tried to shake them off but they failed to get rid of them.

The warring parties arrived on Zoron VII near the city of Zitan.  The Taberans 

launched an attack on the city and destroyed half of the buildings there.  Blaze and Fireball 

headed towards Mortalika, but were stopped short by him firing his Nova Cannon.  The enemy 

mechs came out but they were stopped by seven battleoids firing Slicer Missiles.  Charna 

encountered six X3s.  He took to his motorcycle form and blasted them before they could react 



and fight back.  Three spitters are running towards two infidels.  Wild One came screaming, 

“I’m going to get you yet!"

The Fish yelled out, “Basara bota neina escrana!"4

"Die you imbecile."

"Tin bota historia!"5

The spitters fired on The Wild One and he melted to the ground.  The Niradreadds tried 

to call for reinforcements, but they failed.  The Dragon's Triangle put up a good fight despite 

have six of their planes destroyed in the fight.  The Ultra Army blew up all their equipment 

and vehicles.  Wazhir had his army to run the Taberes out while Swedar does the same for the 

Niradreadds.  The entire army destroyed the superweapon with the enemies inside.  They 

headed towards the Sol System to do some more rampaging.



Chapter II-- "The Fight in the Sol System"

They arrived on Earth where the enemies were headed for Germany.  Von Motoman 

encountered the Taberes at Munich.  General Zater approached towards Von Motoman and he 

yelled, “Germany will not fall to you infidels!" He blasted the Taberes off the continent.

Meanwhile in the U.S., the Niradreadds invaded the area and all forces are on alert to 

fight them off. In Yellowstone, Trakia encountered a Dragon's Triangle pilot near the south 

loop.  Trakia yelled "Vacate you scum or die!"  The pilot took to his plane and left the park. 

Trakia entered battleoid form and went after him.  He spotted the battleoid and fired on it.  It 

still was following him.  He fired on the pilot and blew his plane to pieces.

On Archiba, in the Venar Republic, Wazhir and his close companions were fighting 

enemy troops near his home.  King Klaxton I and Prince Vengo destroyed nine fighters in a 

single day.  Both sides retreated from the planet and headed to Annilis to face the main troops.

The Jabernaut Union Army that is stationed there saw the incoming enemy and headed 

them off near Pyramid City.  They launched all their weapons towards the enemy and 

destroyed five of them.  General Sedin approached the enemy leader in his plane.  They agreed 

to have a meeting over ending the war.  Gen. Sedin argued, “Ratonid linderara, tin neta 

untonte vatori cin bellar."6

Gen. Zater said, "We will win this war at any cost."

"Voulen linderozi.7"

They left the airbase having done nothing to stop the war, they continued to fight. 

Nine more enemy troops were shot down trying to get to Pyramid City.  The Ultra Army 

prevailed in shifting the fighting southward away from Pyramid City.  People were shouting 

the enemies out of the area because they're causing so much damage to the place.  Shadomar 

signaled the troops to follow them to the Valtran Shipyards near Stana, Strocia.  After they 

almost destroyed five prototypes, the enemies were dropping like flies in face of defensive 

gunfire.  The other ships were safe and afterwards, they cloaked and went to another shipyard. 

They called again for reinforcements and this time they got them, but it made no difference to 

the Ultra Army.  The mechs were torn apart like they were made out of paper.  They sent out 

the big guns, but they were chopped into scrapmetal.  They ran the enemy off the planet.



They all head for Gaslatoria to try to win the war.  They landed near Klaxtonia because 

the Niradreadds wanted the duplicator that was there.  The enemy headed towards the article 

of their craving at the capital city.  The Klaxtonian Army has been warned about the incoming 

fighters, so King Klaxton I ordered his army to surround the city and the duplicator.  He knows 

that the Niradreadds wanted the duplicator so that they can take back their lost federation.  The 

tanks stopped the Dragon's Triangle's air force and the Taberan heavy artillery.  King Klaxton I 

said to Shadomar and Wazhir, “I sena danki zant denn haltar dite bellar zeka intinaizuk mi 

regum.”8

Wazhir said, “I really like to protect you and your country from the enemy.”  They then 

left to explore Outer Space where they will face some more provocations and win a few 

contentions with their ancient enemy, The R.O.T. and its decedents.  The battles may be small 

but they will be of some consequence.



Chapter III--"The Fight in Outer Space"

The war continued in Outer Space where now the opposing forces have launched their 

starships to fight one another.  Gen. Wazhir, now commanding VRS Wazhir, ordered, “Fire five 

plasma missiles at the attacking enemy warship!"  They followed his orders and had the NDS 

Star Controller destroyed.  The Niradreadds fought back with 100 airships, but they were 

destroyed by Draconis class GUD Thunder, Mortalika class VRS Wazhir & Mortalika-A, 

Solturn class FAS Solo Flyer & Solturn firing all weapons at the enemy fleet.  The Dragon's 

Triangle has now sent 4 ships and 12 escorts to meet their enemy.  The lead ship ordered all of 

them to raise their wormhole shields and let the enemy hit them.  The enemy has now fired 

onto the ships, but all of their fire had reappeared heading towards their engine rooms 

resulting in loss of 3 ships and 9 escorts.  The remaining ships headed towards home to repair 

the damage.  The victors lowered their shields and patrolled their airspace.

As they approached a bogey, three Niradreadd ships came out from the middle of 

nowhere and attacked them.  FAS Solo Flyer found out that the bogey belong to the J.R.A., the 

group that split off from the Niradreadd.  It seems that they called on a Siberitron to freeze the 

ships.  It would succeed, but they didn't count on the extra reinforcements for the Ultra Army 

that helped them destroyed the ships and Siberitron.  The Ultra Army headed off for planet 

Scornbury to figure out what's happening.

As the Ultra Army headed for Scornbury, they find out that the planet is inhabited by 

the remnants of the R.O.T.  They landed on the planet ready to clobber the opponents.  The 

R.O.T. called for help and the Nirradreadd and the Tabere came, but it made no difference and 

after losing 19 mechs, 27 tanks, 300 troops, 17 buildings, 100 aircraft machines, 1.000 guns, 

370 pieces of heavy artillery & 2 spaceships.  The R.O.T. realized that they also lost the 

remainder of their forces to the rebels, but they still want to fight with what's left.  They lost 

and as Mortalika the assassin said as he tied the noose around the dead leader and having him 

raised to the flagpole, “The Assassin had striked again and if you want to follow in his 

footsteps, the same will happen to you as it did to him."  After the battle, they thanked the 

rebels and left to explore the cosmos to look for another adventure.

The VRS Venar Republic soon joined them and they found the retreating enemy, 



cloaked themselves, and followed them partway to their destination.  We tried to figure out 

what were they up to, but it was no use and we left heading for Earth to tell what went down. 

As soon as they neared Mars, they saw nine Taberan ships heading for them.  They seem not 

wanting us to return home and to file our reports to the leaders.  They began the next battle, 

Antecedent to Cacophony.



Chapter IV-- "Antecedent to Cacophony"

The Beginning of the End

Sol System, August 1, 1997 (via Ultranet)-- The opposing forces are facing off near 

Mars, where the latest confrontation had occurred.  We'll now talk to the captain of the VRS 

Venar Republic, Capt. Roger Sherba.  We shall have a word with him now.

Capt. Sherba replied," We were just trying to report back to H.Q.  What's wrong with 

that?"

"You could just used your computers to communicate with them."

"We wanted to deliver these reports... wait a minute, I got a battle to fight!"

There we have it folks, they're still fighting the enemy in an endless fight to protect 

this system, and we gotta leave.

As he fires on the opponents trying to get back, we'll be going to the other side where 

we will talk to the enemy general.  We're now with the enemy leader, Gen. Zorton.  So general, 

why are you denying those ships access to their own solar system?

Gen. Zorton answered, “I don't want them to alert the rest of the forces, to get a hold of 

the system, to finish where the R.O.T. left off.  It's my duty to take back what we lost to our 

enemies.  Let our justice be served and may it be harsh on them."

There it is the reason why this incident is happening in the first place.  There will be 

more next week on this USENET group.  Until then, good luck on this Great War.

************

The firing continued & destroying parts of 5 Taberan ships and the 5th deck of the 

VRS Venar Republic.  Meanwhile on the Taberan flagship NDS Demolisher, Gen. Zorton is 

worried about having his forces buckling under the returning fleet.  He now realized that 3 of 

his ships and part of GUD Draconis's saucer section have been heavily damaged.  The GUD 

Draconis & VRS Venar Republic destroyed the other two ships and the top Taberans escaped 

by shuttlecraft heading towards the Dark Zone, where the entire enemy force is assembled 



ready to fight and the returning fleet managed in time to give their reports to the Supreme 

Commander.  She saw the report and suggested that the big attack will happen in Klaxtonia.

She had knew the facts from previous reports and said, "I've come to a conclusion 

based on the reports, I see that they want to capture the duplicator in Klaxtonia, then retry to 

take their lost empire and have it reborn in the name of the R.O.T.  We must work harder to 

stop them and in order to stop them, we must gather all allied Jabernaut groups and have them 

converge in Neo-Venic Gaslatoria and have them shipped to Klaxtonia to carry out the big 

'Chaos' battle.  Thanks for giving us the reports, now go back to your home ports."

The conclusion has been delivered to all armies via ULTRANET and are sure about the 

plan to protect Klaxtonia.  Even King Klaxton I know of the plans and endorsed it in full.  All 

Jabernaut groups have been handed the plans.  They liked it and will follow it.

Meanwhile, in the Dark Zone, the Niradreadds and the Taberes are planning to take the 

Sol duplicators and using them to carry out their plans to recreate the R.O.T.  Gen. Zorton said, 

"Soon we will have all the pieces to carry out our big plan to take over the solar system."

TO BE CONTINUED

http://Tabere2.doc/


1"S**ta**, I will not die."-Megaraco
2"You are stupid."-Megaraco
3"S**ta**!"-Megaraco
4"There is no escape!"-Howard Matthews(The Fish)
5"You are history!"-Howard Matthews(The Fish)
6"Forget it loser, you won't win this war."-General Sedin
7"You will lose."-General Sedin
8"I want to thank you for stopping the war from entering my kingdom."-King Klaxton I
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